
 

 



 

 

 ::porviva synthetic 
 floor, wall and … 
 standard-colours and RAL colours 

 ::porviva metal 
 floor, wall and … 
 aluminium, stainless steel, brass, chrome steel, copper, … 

 ::porviva spatola 
 floor, wall and … 
 stainless steel, chrome steel, aluminium, brass, … 

 ::porviva mineral 
 floor, wall and … 
 silver, gold, slate, granite, … 

 ::porviva nature 
 floor, wall and … 
 walnut, coconut, … 



 

::porviva design 
The porviva system differenciates itself thanks to 
its diversity, extreme durability and wear 
resistance. It distiguishes itself due to its ability 
to be installed jointlessly in many different 
application areas. 

The planner is completely free in the 
application. 
He can create, beginning from the bathroom 
through the livingroom over the terrace into the 
swimming pool, a monolithic surface. All 
porviva surfaces suit the requirements for inside 
and outside usage, are uv resistant and 
drivable in any exposure class.



 

::porviva synthetic 
is depending on the object size available in 
nearly every colour. On one side different 
colours can be mixed but it is also possible to 
add metals or minerals. The variation 
possibilities are unlimited.



 

::porviva synthetic (RAL 7032) 



 

::porviva metal 
is at the moment available in aluminium, 
stainless steel, brass, copper or magnetic 
chrome steel. Due to the workmanship each 
porviva metal-surface is unique.



 

::porviva metall (Aluminium) 



 

::porviva spatola 

is a particular metal spackle technique. porviva 
spatola can be installed almost unlimited, e.g. 
on furniture, walls, stairs etc.. Available at the 
moment are the following specifications: 
stainless steel, magnetic chrome steel, 
aluminium and brass. Patterns, Ornaments or 
letterings can be applied in a 3-D appearance 
on each porviva surface.



 

::porviva spatola (stainless steel) 



 

::porviva mineral 
sets strong optical accents. Only natural 
minerals are used. porviva mineral is available 
in silver, gold, slate und granite. As a highlight 
porviva mineral can be combined with porviva 
synthetic.



 

::porviva mineral 



 

::porviva nature 

is for everybody who loves it close to nature. 
This version as well offers natural materials as 
for example walnut or coconut shells. With 
porviva nature warm and very natural effects 
can be achieved. It can be combined with 
porviva spatola, porviva metal and also with 
porviva mineral.



 

::porviva walnut (+ spatola) 



 

::porviva creative 
Almost unlimited creative opportunities. 
The porviva system consists of small particles 
which are fixed on freshly applied porfil 
surfaces followed by further application steps. 
The porbits are available in different colours 
and qualities. As a complete application system 
the porviva components can be freely installed 
in a very creative manner on floors, walls and 
ceilings.



 

::porviva technologie 
The porviva design surfaces are based on the 
modern products porfil and porbits from 
pleyers. 
Dependent on the field of application and the 
requirement profile the steps of the installation 
and application can be customised. As an 
example the surface roughness can be adjusted 
steplessly. All porviva surfaces profit from the 
positive characteristics of the porfil technology, 
as for example the resistance to pressurised 
water and the application on young screed or 
concrete.



 

 

Further information: 
pleyers. bau innovationen gmbh bertha-von-suttner-str. 33, 52146 würselen (germany) 
fon. +49 (2405) 421350  www.porviva.com 
fax. +49 (2405) 421360 info@porviva.com

::porviva reference: swimming pool, Kempinski Hotel, Tanzania (Africa) 


